NOTICE FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF

1. Bring HSC (11th std Maharashtra State Board) text books and separate note books subject wise for college lectures. Detailed instructions will be given by the subject teachers in the classroom.
2. Physics/Chemistry/Mathematics/English/Biology/Psychology/IT/Hindi lecture will start initially.
3. Bifocal Subject Lecture will start later after the allotment as per government Notice.
4. Students are supposed to come in proper college uniform.
5. Time Table will be uploaded weekly with detailed instructions.
6. Steps to check the Time table

(HTTPS://IIITIANSPACE.COM/ → STUDENT → TIME TABLE → PACE JR. SCIENCE COLLEGE → THAN → THAN JUNIOR COLLEGE TIME TABLE)

7. For this week, the link will get active on Monday. Hence forth weekly time table will be updated by every Saturday evening.
8. From Tuesday 20th Aug’19 Students are supposed to do Biometric Attendance, Entry as well as exit daily.(Compulsorily for all working days). Student’s registration will be done batch wise on Saturday and Monday.
9. For Communication, Kindly Call on College Phone Number :-
022-25390966 (08:00AM to 05:00PM) Or Email:-pacethanecollege@gmail.com